Why America to low-pitched to celebrate the 911 anniversary of 10years？

The true terrorist at here!
The open letter to American & all media of world !
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27.9.2011 lzm/HK

After 911 incidents, anti-terrorism has become a widely discussed topic among both politicians
and global media for the last 10 years. Wasn’t the mastermind of the 911 incidents, Osama Bin Laden
killed? Ironically, why would the United States commemorate the 10th anniversary of the 911 incidents
in low profile?
That’s because on 27 Sep 2011 will be the day of victory against counter terrorism, worth
remembrance. Please visit the website http://www.ycec.com/911/Patent_Application_in_US.htm for
more information, the history will always be remembered that former President Bush announced the
usage of Lin Zhen Man’s invention of "three measures of aviation security" at Chicago International
Airport. Shortly after the ex-President Bush made the announcement, the majority of the stocks rose
significantly higher in prices, because the application of invention could be to take away the
psychology-fear of 911 thoroughly!
Nevertheless, history will never forget that 10 months after the 911 incidents,
then United States President Bush was at Shanghai for an anti-terrorism conference
meeting and in the process he mistakenly accepted ex-China Chairman Jiang Zemin to
the topic of arms sale to Taiwan. The intention by connivance the United States to
sell arms to Taiwan was actually for swap Bush retract promise and to cancel Lin Zhen
Man’s invention of "three measures of aviation security" application in USA patent
office!
In fact, President Bush did not honor his promise, and thus the United States
Patent Office was given the direction to reject Lin Zhen Mans’s patent application no
10/029,951. Therefore, the US patent office’s rude means was ignored lzm had the
Hong Kong and USA’s two certificate on hand,
the US patent office still to
records the applicant was “abandonment for Failure to Respond to Office Action" at
authorities website and not any more to respond for me since on December of
2003yeas !
This is the today origin of UA normalization to arms sale to Taiwan! Jiang
Zemin to sell out the benefits of national defense of China change Bush’s values the
witness is ex-news Director of China Mr. Zhu Bang-Zao, because his complaint at the
web, so the same year was degrade an ambassador at the Middle East! Now, Mr. Zhu
Bang-Zao is China in Spain’s Ambassador!
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Ever since Bush give up all values, he mistakenly went to the ex-China Chairman Jiang Zemin
and have an “under the table agreement”, so a formidable figure that commands far more fear than
Osama Bin Laden emerged from China. And this formidable figure extends its power beyond its
shoreline to the United States Federal government of concealing Lin Zhen Man’s another great
invention of all times. Lin Zhen Man’s great invention was titled “surface treatment of infected lungs”
or the “wash-lung” treatment. This noble invention can treat patients with H1N1 and as well as many
other diseases such as bird flu and phthisis etc. And yearly the death rate is far exceeding those that
were killed during the 911 incidents. Clearly, United States Federal government is facing threats.
Hence, Bush and Obama felt very guilty; therefore United States decided to celebrate the 10th
anniversary of 911 in low profile!
As mentioned above, the biggest terrorist is not Osama Bin Laden, instead is the leaderships of
various governments or Head of States as they lawlessly assist to conceal Lin Zhen Man’s Medical
Invention, this is the ugliest practice of the human mankind that cannot be tolerated as it carries the
greatest massacre life.
Please visit the website http://www.ycec.com/911/Patent_Application_in_US.htm for more
information. Lin Zhen Man communicated with President Bush via writing dated 28 Nov. 2003,
sending through United States embassy in Hong Kong to complaint about United States Patent Office.
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At that time, if ex-president Bush did honor his promise and blame USA Patent Office that the crude
behavior, this vicious power maybe will not again wantoned force any country Government to butcher
mankind and up to now will no to show mercy!
Now, Lin Zhen Man would like to appeal to the incumbent Obama administration or righteous
American lawyers to step up and assist to point to error the United States Patent Office has made.
The terrifying power has not only grasped china Government but also
manipulated Hong Kong Government using the “secret order of CP center”. If you
do not believe it, you can send a letter or an email to ask the WHO Dr Margaret
Chan! She has used the “secret order of CP center” to threaten HK’s medicine
society and this is also the reason she was promoted to her position. At the same
time the ex-HK Chief Executive Dong Jian Hua ratified Lzm’s patent invention of
“wash-lung” treatment and the terrifying power quickly gathered all the HK’s
media to force Mr. Dong Jian Hua to resign immediately!
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The above-mentioned fact is undeniable. Early on 1999year, the ex-China Chairman Jiang
Zemin was to make use of his peculiar order the court of ShenZhen and DongGuan city of China to
lawless snatch and auction lzm’s factory but again order two intermediate courts did not to set up lzm’s
appeal! It still more goes without saying that lzm was to prosecution Jiang Zemin at intermediate court
of ShenZhen city of China! On the side, ex-China Chairman Jiang Zemin begin promote today’s HK
Chief Executive Donald TSANG Yam-kuen since January of 2000 and the Donald at once start a air
waves murder, so order telephone exchange of Hong Kong to authorize to install a cell phone antenna of
500W a beeline not enough 15 Meter to aim lzm at HK Office since October of 2000.
Also due to this reason that the HK’s “one country two system” international
promise is non-existence now. The terrifying power have inveigled some judges who
are fully aware that they are violating the law but they still insist in picking on lzm
and plunder lzm’s money and honor! Also they have ordered some HK
government’s departments to target lzm and his descendant! I have to take this
chance to persuade all the office holder to stop their omission acts to damage the
benefits of lzm and his family. If not, they will be treated like terrorists and brought
to public hearing for being the accomplices and look into the duty of accomplice by
because concealed lzm’s invention of “wash-lung” treatment lead to that sum huge
those the bereaved family and they will be notorious in mankind’s medical history
and a bane for their descendants!
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Lastly, I wish the hero of “WikiLeaks” to be aimed at above international conceal case that
connected report in the past with the vicious power of China, anyone, please pass on this open letter to
WikiLeaks!
I still more wish the President Obama not to give up in admitting the
above-mentioned treatment, because at the European 8+5 summit meeting about on 10-15, July 2009,
originally is the Obama free-will hasten with China Wu together agree on to make public above lzm’s
treatment invention on the meeting, but ex-China Chairman Jiang Zemin arrogation heart disease to be
hospitalized at the last moment and urgency order China Wu return, therefore, Obama’s exert oneself
that was come to naught! Because between the Government that coordinated was mutation, the more
awkward it would be better the New Zealand patent office, because the office already under the
PCT/SG03/00145 grant a 20years patent for lzm, please link to http://www.ycec.net/nz/540943.htm for
witness!
The human history it will not to forget above this act, therefore, Nobel was very
alarmed Obama maybe to stop half way and vexing hence ahead of time to award a
Nobel-peace-prize for Obama on October of 2009! But the terror-powers they were be far
from show fear and to have a plan up one's sleeve, the fiend it seems that to howl: “…hi,
Nobel! As you have the peace-prize, but we have many belle could to gripping the
Obama…”, as expected, then Obama was to visit ShangHai of China on Nov. 15, 2009, the
terror-powers was to map out a very beautiful young woman (right-illustration) to interview
for Obama…”, because the terror-powers was very pride and one aims to remind for
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Obama…so at the time to cause a turmoil on the Chinese net-web…
but Obama was to receive the NobelI think Obama did not a lustful President,
peace-prize up to now it will pass two years yet! So I was very worry Obama will to be
bankrupt in reputation that if Obama did not offer a hope and explain for science scope
again！
Thus it can be seen, the hard fighting between justice and terror-powers on our
mankind society that was up to the end, I hope justice Your Excellency please pass this open
letter to Obama and tell him did not wrong to be of the opinion that maybe can exchange
any benefits from the terror-powers!
Under a announce by WHO, only the death toll of flu already up to 3-500,000
person-time in every year, but, whether or no, Obama must because of American life for in
the fist place to think about to as quickly as possible to lead west countries to admin and
public use for save life, or else,
I was to firmly believe Obama to renew his term of
office it will un-possible!
Sep.27, 2011
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Lin Zhen-Man of Hong Kong
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